
 
 2014 GASBAGS Annual Ride Review – Canal du Midi in France June 2014    July 2014 
  
Choosing the Ride 

The idea of cycling along the Canal du Midi started when Renata sent an email to Mike in mid-September 2013, “Just 

a thought re: cycling holiday with plenty of culture/other activities”, and a link to a holiday cycling along the Canal du 

Midi. Mike knew that Renata was into culture in a big way – she could not go within 10 miles of a museum without 

visiting it – but what were the other activities? Mike had never heard of the Canal du Midi but checked out the link 

and replied, “Looks good. We could book our own hotels & cycle a bit more each day.” However, Mike knew that the 

choice of destination was decided by a vote of all those that turned up at the Annual Ride meeting. 

Alec, the GASBAGS Annual ride co-ordinator, arranged the first meeting to discuss the ride for November 7th. Seven 

turned up at the meeting – Alec, Renata, Jeff, Pam, Bushy, Mike & finally Bridget who turned up after the vote. For 

once there was no mention of Scotland or McAlec, McPam, McNaoko etc. Alec went round the table to get the 

ideas: 

 Bridget (but dressed as Bushy) - Dead to Red Sea (£1500 each, 300 miles) 

 Jeff - Budapest -(250 miles including Lake Balaton) 

 Renata - Canal Du Midi – Renata gave an excellent well-prepared Powerpoint presentation (she had bought a 

book describing the route) 

 Mike - Majorca ((£550 each with all-inclusive Easyjet package) 

 Alec - Tour of English Channel (Petit Tour du Mange) 

 Bushy & Jeff - La Rochelle 

 Jeff - Nice to St Tropez 

 It had been expected that this meeting would just discuss the ideas with no firm choice being made. However 

Renata’s presentation had been so good that almost everyone had been sold on cycling the Canal du Midi. Besides 

detailing what there was to see, Renata also proposed the flight, the hotels and the bike hire company. It was the 

complete package. Renata could move careers and become a travel agent. A vote was called with the result being: 

 Canal du Midi – 4 

 La Rochelle - 2 

This vote was remarkable and proved that good ideas won even from new members. It was thus agreed that this 

year's ride would be “Cycling along the Canal du Midi” from June 10th to 17th. Alec asked who would like to be on 

the sub-committee to go into the detail of the ride – everyone except Alec (he was the one full-time worker) 

volunteered so a meeting was arranged for the 25th November. 

 Renata had presumed  that the ride would start in Carcassonne with a flight to there from Liverpool, and hiring bikes 

from a Carcassonne bike shop. Jeff, who had voted for La Rochelle, went home and searched on flights to other 

places on the route. He found a flight from Leeds-Bradford on Jet2 to Toulouse – he was now becoming keen on the 

idea. 

On the 25th November meeting there was lots of discussion about the route, where to start from, whether a circular 

route was required. It looked like the team had agreed to switch back to flying from Liverpool. Mike was actioned to 

check out bike hire companies near Toulouse just in case we switched back to flying from Leeds-Bradford. 

Mike emailed a company called Wandeo and received an immediate reply from Philippe Sauvage stating that he 

could bring the bikes to Toulouse airport, and collect them Sete for an extra fee and that “all bikes have already 

racks, mini pump, mini toolkit and a spare tube”. After some more to-ing and fro-ing,  including Bushy complaining 

about no mudguards and gambling, it was decided to fly to Toulouse and get the train back from Sete. 



Mike began to have cold feet after reading Renata’s book and a few reviews and issued an email with some of the 

comments: 

 Bulk of the path is clay & bumpy. He prefers a bike with front suspension to absorb the constant bumps 

that might cause repetitive strain injury. Path can become very muddy in wet weather 

 Temperature can top 40 DegC during the day and on some nights the temperature remains over 30 DegC 

 You'll meet wasps, hornets & bees in all seasons but winter. Never swim in the canal. 

 The only tarmac parts are: Toulouse to Port Lauragais 52km & Beziers to Portiragnes 11km so 63km of 

251km - about a quarter! 

There was discussion about changing the route, cycling from Toulouse west instead, switching to a totally different 

ride though NOT Scotland possibly La Rochelle. 

Jeff and Bushy met up to check out the route along the canal and to see if there were local roads that could be used 

if the canal path was too rough or muddy. They came to the conclusion that there were detours that could be taken 

all along the canal. The holiday was on! 

Christmas passed then the New Year passed without the holiday progressing. On January 11th Mike and Jeff bit the 

bullet and booked all the hotels in one short evening with Jeff booking two and Mike booking four. All the hotels 

were booked through “Booking.com” to get free cancellations in case we still backed out. Jeff booked the hotel at 

Sete and misread the information – free cancellation meant that we still had to pay for the first night! We were 

stuck – holiday cancellation was now not going to be free! 

Jeff took over the role of booking the bikes with almost 50 emails being sent around the team and to Philippe. 

Everyone booked up their Jet2 flights and now we just had to wait 6 months to the holiday!  

We were due to pay the bike hire fee before we left the UK but Jeff became concerned when he realised that 

Wandeo was a one-man company. What if Philippe ran off with our money? Jeff emailed Philippe to see if we could 

pay on collection but Philippe was adamant – we must pay upfront. After much soul searching and hand-wringing 

and ensuring that the blame would be shared if Philippe did run off with the money, Jeff transferred the full 

amount. 

Itinerary – Jet2 

Date Route 

Leaders 

From To Miles Excursions & Detours Milee 

Sun 8th June J&P Toulouse Port Lauragais 33 Castanet-Toulosan 4km ew 

     Montesquieu-Lauragais 1km ew 

     Villefranche de Lauragais 2km ew 

Mon 9th June Bushy Port Lauragais Carcassonne 34 Castelnaudary 0km 

     Castelnaudary to St Papoul & St Ferreol 57km 

Tue 10th June  None Carcassonne Carcassonne 0   

Wed 11th 

June 

Mike Carcassonne Homps 25 Trebes to Lastours - Excellent 26m 

     Homps to Minerve - Good 23m 

Thu 12th June Renata Homps Beziers 40 Narbonne & Port La Nouvelle 46m 

     Argens-Minerois, Ventenac, Capestang, 

Colombiers 

 

     Opidum d’Enserune 2.5m 

Fri 13th June J&P Beziers Sete 29 Cap d’Agde 3m 

     Mont St Loup 4km ew 

     Marseillan 2km ew 

     Vendres 46km 

     Camargue, Serignan, Sauvian 34km 

Sat 14th June J&R Sete Toulouse  Train 2hrs 20mins 32 euro  

Sun 15th June  Toulouse Home    

Total    161   

 



The Ride 

 
Sunday June 8th – Home to Toulouse to Port Lauragais – Jeff & Pam 
 

 
 

At last the day had arrived for the start of the bike trip. Renata and Alec had decided to stay overnight in an airport 

hotel so six of us had more room in the 2 cars that we were taking, with one King in the cars of the other two pairs.  

We arrived at the airport two hours before the flight as standard practice but Alec & Renata sauntered across from 

their hotel with an hour before the flight both looking very relaxed. 

Philippe, our bike hire contact, had arranged with Jeff to stand at the airport entrance wearing a bike hat. We 

collected our bags then walked to the entrance but no man wearing a bike helmet. Had 

Philippe actually run off with our money – almost £1000. After searching the terminal 

then the outside area at last Philippe appeared with a big smile on his face. He explained 

as he led us to his van that he only kept bikes for 18 months and some of the bikes he had 

brought were new. He lifted the bikes out of his van, all with no pedals and some with no 

racks. However they all looked in excellent condition and within no time the pedals were 

on and all bikes had racks. We were all delighted with our own bike. 

Pam and Jeff were route masters for this day, with Pam printing out the bike route to get 

us from the airport to the Canal du Midi. Mike had used the exact same map program as 

Pam (Google Maps for Bikes) and the route plotted was different. However it was up to 

Pam to decide what to do and cleverly asked Philippe with great charm what route he 

would recommend with Philippe then offering to take us most of the way there. 

The description of the route is well covered in the Cicerone book, “Cycling the Canal du Midi”. The photographs 

below give a good idea of the canal, the good bike path in this section, the locks, and trees by the side of the canal. 

We passed one café where we hoped to eat but it was packed out so we ate our own provisions and cycled on. 



    
Start of the Canal du Midi Wide cycle path Café packed out Ray checking out a lock 

Our group could be divided into 2 sections (1) the “Sixties” with six of us in the age range 61 to 68, and (2) the 

“Fifties” with two of us, Alec & Renata, in the age range 50 to 55. The “Fifties” were fitter and faster than the 

“Sixties” and sometimes were keen to do that little bit extra. The “Sixties” had been up since 4am and were all keen 

to arrive at the hotel asap. The “Fifties” had 2 hours more sleep than the “Sixties” and detoured to look at 

Villefranche de Lauragais then Avigonet-Lauragais. 

We had cycled over half way when Bushy stopped and looked distinctly ill at ease. He had just realised that he had 

left his and Bridget’s passports and all his route information in the suitcase that he had left with Philippe. Many 

thoughts were passing around his mind with some coming out of his mouth. “Will I need the passports to stay in the 

hotels?” “Should I contact Philippe to get the passports sent on?” However he was most upset about not bringing his 

route information as he had spent a considerable time working out the route from Port Lauragais to Carcassonne. 

The team rallied round and said he could use the maps and book to re-do his route. Bushy pronounced, “Thankyou! 

BRIDGET we will be up late tonight”. 

 We arrived at our hotel at Port Lauragais (the only hotel) and immediately jumped into the postage size swimming 

pool as the temperature had been over 30 DegC most of the day. We were fortunate as the temperature was to 

remain this high, at the peak of the day, all week. 

Monday June 9th – Port Lauragais to Carcassonne – Bushy 

 

Mike had proposed that Bushy would be in charge on this day, with Bushy taking this role very seriously. Bushy might 

have to lead from the back but no-one was going to usurp his authority on his chosen route. He had read the 



Cicerone book from cover to cover and had begun to believe, before we arrived in France, that the local roads would 

need to be used frequently. He was concerned about narrow bumpy tracks and tree roots and aimed to avoid them 

if at all possible in the same way he aimed to avoid the road between Great Ayton and Guisborough as it contained 

too many of those dangerous vehicles called cars. Bushy had fallen off his bike recently when a pothole jumped out 

at him and he was intent to not let a tree root do the same. In saying the above it should be remembered that Bushy 

was almost 69 and most elderly gentlemen of this age would be easing themselves into a slow gentle life but not 

Bushy of GASBAGS. Bushy and Bridget looked tired when they arrived at breakfast as they had required to re-do his 

planned route. 

Bushy led the “Sixties” back to the canal and round a loop with a detour to Minoterie de Naurouze then back to the 

canal and onto Le Segala. We crossed the canal at Le Segala then up a slope and onto a local road where we could 

see the canal below. We crossed the canal again at Castelnaudary, admired all the boats, bought food at the market, 

and had a drink in a packed-out café. We headed for Saint Papoul, a small town founded in the 8th century, with the 

canal now being a distant memory.  

As we cycled through one village we cycled onto the pavement that separated the walking lane from the cycling lane 

by an inch step. Naoko didn’t see the step and her bike began to topple. Naoko had fallen off her bike a few times 

before and had twice broken her elbow. Now she was much more adept on the bike and jumped off but caught her 

leg on the pedal resulting in a long cut and one part was deep. Naoko bandaged it up with Bridget’s help then set off 

again – nothing stopped Naoko!  

We took lunch next to tennis courts at Saint Papoul then headed through Villespy and due south to rejoin the canal 

at Villepinte. Bushy had researched well and we detoured off the canal to Bram, a town renowned for its concentric 

circular streets. After cycling round the circular streets for a time we rested our weary limbs outside of a pub. Mike 

proposed to Bushy that we could cycle along a lovely fast road to the canal that ran almost parallel to the canal 

rather than return the way we had detoured off the canal. He agreed but we were now cycling into a strong wind 

with the odd fast car zooming past. Pam was not happy! We rejoined the canal and cycled all along it till we reached 

Carcassonne. 

Meanwhile the “Fifties” cycled at a different speed and impinged on the “Sixties” at various times. Renata was not 

into having breakfast so the “Fifties” stopped for a coffee shortly after we set off. They were next seen when the 

“Sixties” stopped to buy fruit, and joined the “Sixties” when they stopped to buy the picnic lunch in the 

Castelnaudary market and to have a coffee. The “Fifties” popped up again just before the “Sixties” set off after their 

picnic in Saint Papoul. They searched for the “Sixties” in Bram but missed the wonderful so stopped in a café 

adjacent to the canal. 

    
Wide cycle path Pam pointing at Le Segala Castelnaudary Castelnaudary market 

    
Castelnaudary cafe Picnic at Saint Papoul Cycle path after Villepinte Bram “pub” 

 



We were tired by the time we arrived and weren’t keen to walk too far. We found one restaurant close by that sold 
the renowned local delicacy “Cassoulet de Castelnaudary” which was alike to beans and meat in a bowl of stew. 
Everyone but Pam ordered this but Pam, being a vegetarian, had to make do with something less bowel stirring. 
 
Tuesday June 10th – Carcassonne 
 
This day was our day off cycling and each pair did their own sight-seeing. Carsassonne is a renowned place with a 

vast amount of tourist information available so I am not including any in this review. However it was the highlight of 

the week’s trip. 

    
 

Wednesday June 11th – Carcassone to Homps – Mike 

 

 
It was Mike’s turn to act as route leader. He had asked Jeff about this section of the route a few weeks before the 
ride with Jeff providing his view of where he thought we might need to switch to the minor roads. Mike decided to 
adopt all of Jeff’s detours.  
 
Whilst Mike was preparing this route he remembered that he could download all the map squares for the Canal du 
Midi and the local towns from Open Maps to his App “Viewranger” on his iPhone. He now plotted the routes for all 
the days right from the start of the day and right to the door of the hotel where we were staying at night. He 
assumed that the route would be along the canal for each day except for his “route leader” day he plotted Jeff’s 
route. 
 
On the day Mike asked the team to be ready to leave at 9am. We were getting ready when Bushy realised that he 
had chosen the wrong bike for Bridget – note that Bushy is such a good husband that he attaches both his and 
Bridget’s bags to the bikes. After sorting out the bikes Bushy then realised that he had mislaid his sunglasses. He 
unpacked his bags then all of Bridget’s bags with the naughty sunglasses somehow having jumped into Bridget’s 
bags. Finally we left on the wrong side of 9:30am. 



We cycled 8 miles along the canal to Trebes which was so attractive that we decided to stop for coffee.  Mike had 
planned a 6 mile detour off the canal to Marseillette but some of the “Sixties” were showing signs of rebellion – the 
“Fifties” were cycling a different route by now. Mike, being very democratic, put the route selection to the vote. Four 
voted in favour of sticking to the canal – even Bushy who by now was enjoying the car-free way even though roots 
might bring him down or even tow ropes. Mike declared that he and Naoko would still stick to the planned route 
which Pam objected to, “You lost! You should stick with us.” Naoko now joined the rebellion so Mike surrendered 
and agreed that we would all stick to the canal.  
 

    
One of the many locks A view of the canal Bridget leading Ray Naoko cycling at ease 

    
Trebes cafe Sculpture lock Sculptures Wine tasting 

 
The canal route turned out to be a fairly good track. We stopped just after Marseillette for a short break. Mike had 
planned that we detour off the canal west of Puicheric but we saw a sign advertising a sculpture park at the next 
lock. Pam became very excited at the thoughts of sculpture and begged Mike to continue on the canal. We arrived at 
the sculpture lock, had a good dose of culture, then Mike led the “Sixties” off the canal and on through a few small 
villages with lovely names – Roquecourt Minervois, Castelnau d’Aude, Tourouzelle – then crossed the canal to arrive 
in Homps. We spied a sign advertising wine-tasting and we quickly parked up our bikes and tasted the various wines. 
Each pair of the “Sixties” realised that it was only polite to buy a bottle so that is what we did. It should be 
mentioned at this point that the “Fifties” had cycled all the way to Narbonne and were not seen till late in the 
evening. 
 
Homps was a very picturesque little village and we stopped for another drink by the side of the canal. We only had 
just over three miles to go to the hotel so we enjoyed a few alcoholic drinks. We had booked the La Dolce Vita at 
Azille because it was the only accommodation around Homps that was on Booking.com. However we were very 
pleased when we arrived, after a long uphill cycle, with both the accommodation and the welcome we received. The 

rooms had interesting names with each room decorated to suit the name: 

 The Safari room 

 The Boudoir room 

 The Tatami room 

 The Moroccan room 
 
Natalie, the landlady and our hostess, was from 
Denver, USA and made us feel very welcome. 
 
Azille only had one restaurant which was on a 
farm. We took two bottles of our “Homps” wine 
and drank the third bottle in the Tatami room 
when we returned to the guest house. 

  



Thursday June 12th – Homps to Beziers – Renata 
 

 
 
The route leader role for the route between Azille and Beziers had been assigned to Renata and Alec but Alec had 

stepped down to allow Renata full control of the day. Renata was keen to stick to cycling along the Canal du Midi as 

much as practicable as this holiday had been about cycling along the canal –unlike on Bushy’s day where he steered 

away from the canal for a considerable part of the route.. 

We once again became one team with Renata leading and looking after her flock of the “Sixties” as if they were her 

children or grandparents – ensuring that everyone was keeping up. The first part of the route was very easy fast 

cycling as it was along good tracks and roads. At Argens Minervois Renata stopped the group as she wanted to cycle 

up to look at the Chateau. Only Alec volunteered to join her so the rest of us bought food in the shop for a picnic 

lunch. This was the one occasion in the whole day that the “Fifties” departed the group. 

Renata began raving about Le Somail as the place to stop for coffee as the “Fifties” had passed through it the 

previous day on their way to Narbonne. We duly stopped at Le Somail after 15 miles of cycling. Several of the team 

walked across a canal bridge to purchase additional picnic items from the boat shop. We cycled on along a wide 

track adjacent to the canal and had our picnic lunch under the shade of the trees. 

One section had a single track very close to the canal so Renata routed us onto the local road with her aim being to 

get us back onto the canal as soon as possible. Suddenly Jeff shot past Renata as if he was a cyclist in the Tour de 

France or being chased by a swarm of bees. After less than a mile a path on the left led us back onto the canal and 

now the canal track was wider. We stopped to discuss what to do about the surging Jeff. Renata was about to turn 

round but a communal decision was made that we should carry on as Jeff was unlikely to get lost. Jeff re-appeared 

after a mile or so, mildly apologetic about his rampant ride. This one detour off the canal was the only detour off the 

canal all day. 

As we cycled close to the canal on the rough tracks with the odd tree root here and there Mike veered away so far 

from the canal bank to ensure that he didn’t fall in that his bike wheel touched a grassy knoll and he fell off 

fortunately with no injury. Mike had fallen in the Leeds-Liverpool canal a few years before, after 3 pints of beer it 

should be noted, and now was very wary of canals. On this trip he could often be heard shouting to Naoko, “Don’t go 

too close to the bank”, to the point where Naoko was getting exasperated with Mike. 

Just before Columbiers we came to the Malpas Tunnel excavated in 1679 and 165m long and 8m above the canal’s 

surface. Everyone except Mike trouped down the many steps to the canal whilst Mike took a natural break, and keen 

to conserve his energy. 



We reached Beziers with Mike asking Renata if she would like him to lead the group through the town to the hotel 

with her agreeing as she had no idea where the hotel was. Mike turned to the group to say he would lead as he had 

the exact location on his iPhone. We set off as a group then suddenly Jeff & Pam, Ray & Bridget were not there. It 

turned out that Jeff had printed out a google map of the route to the hotel and thought we were going the wrong 

way. Mike’s technique had the advantage that the exact location of the hotel was marked on his iPhone but the 

problem was that Viewranger took no account of one-way roads. Jeff’s technique had the advantage that it did take 

account of one-way roads but it was less easy to know your exact location. The race was on! 

Mike’s group went directly towards the hotel and had to push the bikes across a long one-way bridge, whilst Jeff’s 

group cycled round and across another bridge with the flow of the traffic. After crossing the bridge Mike’s group 

headed up a steep hill and turned round to see Jeff’s group 100 metres behind. After more hill-pushing Mike’s group 

arrived at the hotel first but where was Naoko? In the rush she had been left behind but fortunately soon re-

appeared but was not happy. Jeff’s group arrived within a few minutes so almost a draw. 

This day was Bridget’s sixty-something birthday. She was given the choice of the eating establishment and chose a 

crepery restaurant though became less sure about her choice until the excessive wine consumed alleviated any 

doubts. 

    
Argens Minervois Good roads by canal Le Somail Le Somail boat shop 

    
Picnic lunch Malpas Tunnel Malpas Tunnel Beziers 

 
Friday June 13th – Beziers to Sete– Pam & Jeff 
 

 

 



The “Fifties” needed more exercise this day after an easy day with the “Sixties” the day before. They chose to cycle 

the long way around the Etang de Thau, and were only seen for a few times at the start of the ride – once on the 

other side of the canal. 

Mike was expecting a short day as he had worked out that the route was only going to be 29 miles and as it was flat 

it shouldn’t take long. However it was Pam & Jeff’s day to lead so Mike followed where they led. We stopped for a 

coffee break at Port Cassafieres that turned into an expensive stop for Mike as he consumed an icecream, and drank 

a coffee and an Orangina, then we continued along the canal in the direction of Agde. Part of the route was on a 

narrow road and as a car approached everyone stopped. Naoko stopped but her wheel went on rough ground, 

slipping off her bike onto her left knee. On the previous 4 cycling days Naoko had worn a bandage on this knee but 

on this day she left it off as she thought the ride would be easy as most of it was on roads. Naoko’s knee didn’t cut 

but over the next few days turned all the colours of the rainbow. She continued on without complaining - almost! 

Pam was leading as we cycled through Agde with Mike on her wheels and poor Naoko was forgotten about.  When 

we looked round she was not in sight! Jeff, Bushy and Mike cycled back in search of Naoko which added almost 3 

miles to Mike’s recorded distance. By the time he returned Naoko was back in the fold having been found by Jeff.  

Pam led us in a circular route round the Etang du Bagnas and through Marseillan Plage. We were now cycling along a 

good road adjacent to the sea towards Sete. Jeff & Pam wanted to go into the beach (very hot under-foot it turned 

out) but the rest of us were keen to carry on cycling. Mike said to Bushy, “I have the route plotted out on my iPhone 

all the way to the hotel”. Bushy responded, “I don’t trust your route – I will get the instructions from Jeff”. At which 

point Mike & Naoko cycled off quickly. 

As Mike and Naoko cycled they felt rain drops so cycled faster. They reached Sete, a town with a population of over 

42,000 - so big and easy to get lost. Mike’s planned route was to cycle around towards the hotel clockwise but it 

looked like they would need to cycle on a major congested road. So Mike chose to go anti-clockwise as the distance 

to the hotel looked the same. This decision turned out to be wrong as they had to cycle through the congested 

streets of the Sete centre and often against the traffic. However they arrived at the hotel first with Mike drinking 

about 10 cups of water immediately after arrival – it was very hot. 

Just as Mike & Naoko were relaxing in their room a phone call came through Bushy, “We are lost.” This call was the 

first of several trying to help the Bushys with the route to the hotel. Then on one call Bushy said, “We have been 

found by the Kings.” The four of them arrived at the hotel at 5:45pm just before Philippe who had arranged to collect 

the bikes at 6pm. Jeff & Pam had also got lost but Jeff was very pleased with his solution – he went into a hotel and 

asked for a detailed map of Sete. 

Alec phoned to say that they had just seen a signpost for Sete and hoped to be there by 6pm. They arrived just as the 

last of the other bikes was being packed in the van by Philippe. They had been caught by a rain deluge and they both 

had been wet through. Fortunately Renata had taken a complete change of clothes. 

The distance recorded by Mike was 38 miles but take off 3 miles searching for Naoko reduces it to 35 miles – 6 miles 

more than he had expected! 

  



    
Bridget still sprightly Alec & Renata Bushy Canal du Midi end 

    
Philippe collecting the bikes Sete Sete 

 
Saturday June 14th – Sete to Toulouse 

Bushy was renowned as the expert in GASBAGS for knowing bus and train timetables across all of the UK. So he had 

been assigned the role of checking on train times for Sete to Toulouse. As always Bushy took whatever role he had 

assigned very seriously and had checked on train times and cost then send an email to us all. However on the day we 

needed to travel he still thought he should confirm the times of the trains. He scribbled the times of the trains on a 

scrap of paper and marched off to the station that was close to the hotel. Mike wanted to check on buying tickets 

and by chance arrived at the station just after Bushy. Mike could see two queues of passengers with one growing 

longer and longer. At the front of the queue Bushy was thrusting his scrap of paper into the face of man in the ticket 

office and asking, “Are these the times of the trains?”. The Frenchman did not understand a word and replied in 

French, “Train times changed” but Bushy thought the Frenchman did not understand the question so he repeated his 

question again and got the same reply, so Bushy repeated his question again thrusting his scrap of paper even more 

with the Frenchman now looking exasperated. An elderly woman came to Bushy’s help. It turned out that there was 

a railway strike and timetable had been changed with fewer trains being run. 

Bushy returned to the hotel and informed our team. All but the Kings, who were more into risk taking, decided to get 

the first train back, and to sightsee in Toulouse.  

Summary 

 The “Sixties” cycled 190 miles in 5 days in a temperature at the height of the day of around 33 DegC. The 

“Fifties” cycled about 250 miles. We were very lucky with the weather with only Jeff & Pam getting slightly 

wet on the last cycling day though Alec & Renata were hit by a deluge at the same time. The “Sixties” cycled 

about 120 miles along the canal and 70 miles on side roads. 

 The bikes were excellent and performed well on the rough canal tracks. There were only 2 punctures. 

Philippe turned up on time to deliver the bikes and on time to collect the bikes. Jeff was our contact man 

and should be thanked for organising the biking, including delivery and payment. 

 Renata should be thanked for being proactive in both buying the Cicerone book and producing the 

Powerpoint display that convinced the group to vote for the Canal du Midi. 

 Jeff & Mike should be thanked for booking all the hotels. 

 Bridget needs to be congratulated for reaching the ripe old age of sixty-something during the trip, and still 

being able to cycle 190 miles without much training. 

 Naoko needs to be congratulated for keeping on cycling despite falling off her bike twice and sustaining a 

badly-cut knee and a rainbow-bruised knee. 

 Pam should be congratulated for charming Philippe into leading us to the Canal du Midi. 



 As for Bushy I can’t remember what he should be congratulated for – perhaps for not forgetting too much - 

but also for the least percentage of miles cycling along the canal on his route leader day – less than a third. 

 That leaves Alec – thanks for organising the initial meeting and providing all the crisps, and for slowing down 

at times and keeping the “Sixties” company. 

Overall it was a very enjoyable holiday with new pastures, good cycling, great weather, and wonderful company. 

 

Mike Newton 

    
Alec & Renata Jeff & Pam Mike & Naoko Bushy & Bridget 

 


